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Dear Friends,
2020 has been a hell of a ride; some might say a hellacious ride. Like many affected
by the pandemic, yours truly is grateful to still be vertical and working from home
following 4 weeks of quarantine, self-isolation and recovery. Nevertheless, to say I’m
antsy to move on is nothing short of a gross understatement. Thankfully, we’ve got a
packed Light and Shadow issue to get our creative juices flowing again.
This Issue: Prepare, Adapt, Produce
I shamelessly borrow and adapt Nikon’s old corporate tagline to proclaim: “You make
the world’s greatest pictures!” Instead of “We” I say “You,” meaning RRS users. I really
believe RRS users are the world’s most passionate and capable photographers and
professionals. The folks who care enough about their craft to sacrifice for the best
naturally seem to gravitate to RRS. After looking through this issues’ collection of
world-class photographers and their work, I think one would be hard pressed to
argue otherwise. Another tagline modification is the word “make” instead of “take.” Of
course, Nikon was trying to convey that by using their cameras, one can simply “take”
the world’s greatest pictures. But reading through not just this issue, but most of the
articles published by RRS over many, many years reveals one thing: great images
are rarely created happenstance, but are more often the result of careful planning,
dedicated training and masterful execution – sometimes involving years.
Space disallows me to recap all the magical content in this issue; every article truly
deserves your worthy attention. But please humor me two:
Aaron Reed’s article (pg. 46) on printing YOUR work into gallery-quality images justifies
special note. I wholeheartedly agree with Aaron that “Ultra-sharpened, high contrast
computer screens are no comparison to a beautiful photographic print.” Come see
the 8’ print in our showroom if you’re not convinced. More on this later.
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Two years ago in New York we met Lazarus Baptiste, a photographer whose drive,
personality and giga-pixel images simply commanded our attention. His skyline
image of New York City is the first non-Joseph M. Johnson, Sr image to grace the
cover of Light & Shadow. I hope you enjoy it and his accompanying article (pg 52) as
much as I do.
I conclude with the same words I wrote last issue when I had no idea how prescient
they would be: My friends, life is precious and short. I challenge you to embark on an
adventure now. Step out, see your world with fresh eyes and create beauty to uplift
our fellow travelers.
All the best,
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Camera: Canon eOS-1Ds Mark III | Lens: EF 100-400mm f/4.5-5.6L IS USM
ISO: 800 | Shutter Speed: 1/400 sec | F-Stop: f/9 | Focal Length: 320mm
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Camera: Olympus E-M1 Mark II | Lens: Olympus M.12-40mm F2.8 | ISO: 200
Shutter Speed:1/1600 sec | F-Stop: f/8 | Focal Length: 12mm

ESCAPE TO

CANCUN

SEA TURTLES
Cancun Sea Turtle Protection Program
Sea Turtles play a critical role in the
ecosystem by maintaining the health of
coral reefs and sea grass. To prevent further
decline, conservation programs work to
protect the nesting, hatching, and lives of
sea turtles. Volunteers and resort employees
scout for nests that can be relocated to a
safer beach to develop and hatch.

Sea Turtle Trail
Camera: Olympus E-M1 Mark II
Lens: Olympus M.12-40mm F2.8
ISO:200 | Shutter Speed: 1/80 sec
F-Stop:f/8 | Focal Length: 12mm
Camera: Olympus E-M1 Mark II
Lens: Olumpus M.12-40mm F2.8
ISO:200 | Shutter Speed: 1/250 sec
F-Stop:f/8 | Focal Length: 40mm
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STORY AND PHOTOGRAPHY BY JOSEPH JOHNSON SR.

n August I discovered Joan and I could fly to
Cancun to celebrate our 25th anniversary.
I wasn’t aware international travel was even
possible, so we jumped at the chance and
spent a glorious week relaxing “away from it
all” in the tropics. Delta Air, the resort and local
businesses all practiced commendable Covidcautious distancing and we always felt secure
amid a number of otherwise disrupting limitations.
The get-away was so welcome and proved
even mid-pandemic life goes on and must be
appreciated. Our hosts were kind and the diverse
wildlife all literally within yards of our hotel room
door was astounding!
The sea turtles were a special treat. My first
morning hike on the beach I discovered lots of
medium to large nesting female tracks heading
back into the sea following a long night’s labor.
The same morning, I was delighted to find what
looked like baby leatherbacks popping out of the
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sand for their mortal dash to the surf! After an
urgent call to Joan, I was fortunate to take a few
images and Joan joined me just in time to see the
last couple enter the Caribbean waves. I returned
a number of mornings in hopes of witnessing the
nesting evidenced by all the tracks, but not only
didn’t see any adult female turtles, the tracks were
much fewer too, so I gave up on the idea of seeing
this marvel of nature.
Unintentionally, for some reason I jerked awake
before dawn on the last morning before we
departed. I had a strong impression to quickly go
check the beach one last time and found a grand
lady sea turtle hard at work! I think she is a green
sea turtle about 200-lbs by my guess. For over an
hour in the dark, from a safe distance I watched
this beauty finish laying and then painstakingly
bury her clutch. By dawn she was finally ready for
re-entry and Joan and I locked away a memory
we’ll never forget.

Camera: Olympus E0M1 Mark II | Lens: Olympus 300mm | ISO: 200
Shutter Speed:1/100 sec | F-Stop: f/4 | Focal Length: 300mm
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here is more to creating compelling landscape photos than being in the
right place at the right time and clicking the shutter. If I were to summarize
my landscape photography workflow, it would have to be - Planning,
Seeing, and Realizing. In this article, I will be sharing my 3-part workflow,
from planning a trip, location and gear, to capturing an image, and then eventually
realizing, or making, the final photo.

Planning
Just as in any undertaking, efficient planning is a key aspect of landscape photography.
Whether you take a short or long trip, every second matters. Time and circumstances
are irreversible and impossible to replicate. Every trip, therefore, must begin with a
thorough scoping and mapping, even of your itinerary and shot list.

STORY AND PHOTOGRAPHY BY SHERWIN MAGSINO

Technology nowadays has changed the way we can access information. Most of
the things we require to become familiar with places and assess the conditions
are available online. Thanks to the internet, now the process of finding and
intimately knowing target locations can be performed from the comfort of home
or workstations. Virtual scouting for locations is the new norm in research.
Planning in my case has two parts – location planning and gear planning.

Mount Bromo, Indonesia
Camera: Fujifilm GFX 50S | Lens: Fujifilm GF23mmF4 R LM WR | ISO: 100
Shutter Speed:10 sec | F-Stop: f/11 | Focal Length: 23mm
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“Plans are
nothing,
planning is
everything.”
–Dwight Eisenhower

Nachi Falls, Japan
Camera: Fujifilm X-T3
Lens: Fujifilm XF 16-55mm F2.8R LM WR
ISO:160 | Shutter Speed: 52 sec
F-Stop:f/8 | Focal Length: 42mm

Location Planning
My usual research go-tos for “photo inspirations”
are social platforms like Facebook, Instagram,
and 500px. To ensure I'm on the right track, I go
more detailed by immersing in Google Street View,
Google Earth, and Photo Pills. With these powerful
tools, I can find new vantage points, pre-visualize
compositions using the 360 view, and discover
alternate ways to reach target sites. These tools
also forecast the movement of celestial bodies
over a geophysical anchor/foreground like a
mountain, lake, or tree.

For example, my next trip will be a 6-day
expedition to Indonesia to shoot exotic
landscapes. I have prior knowledge that reaching
the good spots requires a good amount of hiking
and some of the trails are sandy, muddy, slippery,
wet, and rugged; in other words: treacherous
and challenging. To optimize my load without
compromising my creativity, I plan to bring two
camera bodies: my trusted mirrorless Fujifilm
GFX 50S as my main camera and a Fujifilm X-T3
with a 10-24mm lens as secondary camera. I
also pack additional zoom lenses for flexibility.

By knowing what you are going to shoot and where,
not only will it make your trip more productive, but it
will also help you choose the right gear.

With a lens like the GF32-64mm for my GFX body,
I can shoot with versatility: go wide at 32mm or
zoom in for details at 64mm. Either way, I get the
best of both worlds. If I need to capture an ultrawide scene, with gigapixel resolution, the trick is
shooting several vertical images and stitching
them into a panorama in post-processing. To
effectively do this, I rely on a nifty gadget combo
– my RRS BH-40 ball head and RRS nodal slide
with integral clamp, attached to my tripod. These
allow me to precisely find the “no-parallax point”
of my lens for a seamless panorama.

Gear Planning
I like packing light or just right so I can focus more
on shooting and not be burdened by an overloaded
bag. I choose my gear with intention, based on my
destination and vision.

Proper planning, enabled by research and current
technology, leads to a solid understanding of
and preparation for the challenges ahead in the
target location long before you even head to
the airport.

Here is the full list of gear for my Indonesia trip:
1. Fujifilm GFX 50S
2. Laowa GF17mm
3. GF 32-64mm
4. Fujifilm X-T3
5. Fujifilm XF 10-24mm
6. RRS TQC-14 Carbon Fiber Tripod
7. RRS BH-40 ball head
8. RRS nodal slide with integral clamp
9. Fujifilm RR 100 remote release
10. NiSi V6 Holder, Polarizer, 3 Stop ND and 6 Stop ND
11. cleaning cloth, dust blower
12. Gnarbox 2
13. Lowepro Protactic 450s backpack

Seeing
Photography is all about seeing beyond the
obvious. To do that, one needs an idea, a
story written in your head. This is vision. For
a photographer, it is important to be able to
envision, pre-visualize, and paint in your head
your desired output. A photographer without an
artistic vision is like a loose cannon firing away
at anything that moves. For me, photography
without vision is just recreating what has been
done a thousand times before, and it's a neverending cycle. Unless your version of an oftrepeated image is a cut above the rest, it will
simply disappear into the pit of forgettable
copycats.
For many photographers the goal is “freezing
the moment”, so they can tell the story to
others. Just as there are many points of view,
there are also diverse ways to express and
interpret one’s vision into a photograph. You
either reactively choose the right moment or
proactively create the moment.
In my case, I go for the latter – creating the
moment, with either one of two techniques: (1)
I “freeze the moment” by using a fast shutter
speed or (2) I use ND filters, which allow me to
blur the motion and emphasize a “still” subject.
Of course, the use of filters is preceded by
planning the right gear, e.g. a lens for showing
the grand scale of a valley or the details of a
distant mountain, either with single or multiple
exposures.
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My kind of photography has never been about
presenting the usual. I’ve always endeavored
to show alter-realities of actual places, like a
parallel universe, that I’ve envisioned. My goal is
not to repeat what's been captured a thousand
times, but rather, to show what’s invisible, my
artistic rendition. If one were to follow my
philosophy of “seeing”, then there would be
more of us creating unique and artistic selfexpressions of the same subject.

Longshen Rice Terraces, China
Camera: Fujifilm GFX 50S
Lens: GF 32-64mm F4 R LM WR | ISO:100
Shutter Speed: 30 sec | F-Stop: f/11
Focal Length: 16mm

Realizing the End Game
Post processing is an integral part of completing
my photographic discipline. Making the “invisible
come alive” is my goal in “realizing” my vision,
through post-processing.
I produce my photos to effectively translate my
ideas into unique visual stories that others can
appreciate and remember. With applications like
Lightroom and Photoshop, many photographers,
including myself have been opened to a world
of infinite possibilities in the creativity sphere. In
the digital age these apps have bridged the gap
between photography and artistry.
On a visit to Japan last 2018, one of my most
memorable times was shooting the Yasaka
Pagoda. I stood in a narrow alley that led up to the
pagoda, alongside many other photographers.
It was, to say the least, a cluttered view. While
most of the shooters only took a few snaps
and left, I lingered because I had a plan in my

“Vision is
the art of
seeing what
is invisible
to others”
–Jonathan Swift

Li River, China
Camera: Fujifilm GFX 50S | Lens: Laowa 17mm F4 Ultra wide GFX Zero | ISO: 100
Shutter Speed: 30 sec | F-Stop: f/11 | Focal Length: 16mm
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Kyoto, Japan
Camera: Fujifilm X-T2 | Lens: Fujifilm XF10-24mmF4 R OIS | ISO: 200
Shutter Speed: 28 sec | F-Stop: f/11 | Focal Length: 24mm

head; I was envisioning something else. Even
with all the people going in and out of my frame,
at that very moment, I felt like I was the only
one there, transported back in time. This was
my vision kicking in. My mind’s eye saw a young
woman wearing a traditional kimono walking in
that empty alley – Ninenzaka Street. Even though
it was impossible to shoot without any people
in the frame, I was able to achieve this in postprocessing, all because I had a plan and vision.

Fig. 1

I stood there for hours with my RRS TVC-24L
tripod and camera locked in place, clicking the
shutter each time an area in my frame became
“empty.” Capturing as much as I could in multiple
exposures, enabled me to get enough frames
and dynamic range that I could work with in postprocessing. My plan then was to blend multiple
shots into one final image. Adobe Lightroom and
Photoshop came in handy in the realization phase.
Here are the post processing highlights on how I
breathed life to one of my favorite photos, “Path to
Yasaka” using Photoshop. The sequence below
may appear to be elaborate and daunting but
for anyone that aims to achieve the best quality
image one can create, it is doable.

Fig. 2

Fig. 1 – I chose as a starting point an image taken
later in the evening, the one with the cleanest
frame, requiring less cloning/masking. I removed
the following distracting elements: (1) people in
the frame; (2) branches on the upper left corner;
(3) portion of a camera and tripod on the lower
left side; and (4) all artificial lights that were a
lot warmer and intense, that resulted in clipped

Fig. 3

highlights on the streetlamps and loss in color
contrast.
Fig. 2 – I managed to remove all the distracting
elements with the “cloning and patch” tool.
Fig. 3 – Using Layers, I blended my bracketed
frames to recover the clipped highlights on the
streetlamps. I also recovered lost details in the
roof tiles and overall color contrast by blending
another frame, taken earlier that evening, using
the Lighten blend mode.
Fig. 4 – More blending work with layers and
advanced masking to recover the sky from sunset
and the human subject. To complete the photo
as envisioned, I finished off with contrast using
curves and selective color adjustments, blending
all the elements harmoniously.
Fig. 5 – The final output is a combination of 6
images, achieved with the help of advanced
masking, blending modes, and adjustment layers.
In summary, with the right combination of discipline
in preparation (Planning), familiarity in tools and
techniques in executing the plan (Seeing), and,
most importantly, translating what has been shot
into a creative piece (Realizing) you can bring your
vision into reality.
The unseen parts of creating a photograph are
the immeasurable amount of patience, effort, and
failures that transpire. But once you have done it,
it will inspire you to do more; and that journey is
what makes photography fun and exciting.

“You don't take
a photograph,
you make it.”
–Ansel Adams

SHERWIN MAG SINO

Sherwin Magsino is an award-winning landscape photographer based out of Manila, Philippines. His
love for travel fuels his passion to create uniquely enchanting images of sceneries and moments in
the places he has visited. Combined with his skills in post- processing, Win can masterfully whip up
the magical landscapes he is most well-known for. Win is currently a Brand Ambassador of Fujifilm
Philippines, Skylum Software, and NiSi Filters Philippines. As a representative for these brands, Win
conducts talks and workshops around the country to share his experiences and inspire fellow artists,
who share his passion for photography.

Fig. 4
Fig. 5
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ou’ve seen them – photographs that make
you feel as if you are right there on location,
swept away from your here and now to that
place. It’s a magical feeling. These images
offer a shared experience, not just of what a place
looks like, but of how it feels to be there in that
moment. This is something that many travel and
landscape photographers strive for in their work. But
how is it possible to capture the emotional essence
of time and place in a two-dimensional image?
I came to travel and landscape photography many
years ago from the world of professional portrait
photography. In essence, I think this route is one
that most of us take — professionals or hobbyists.
When we first begin making photos, it is likely of
people we know and to whom we have some sort
of connection. Powerful portraits convey this
connection. It is a primary task of successful portrait
photographers to be able to connect to people,
even strangers, and then convey that connection
visually in their work.

You may find at this point that you have a location
style. My own photography often involves
minimalism. This is not because I am able to
simplify any scene but because I consciously seek
out locations and subjects that have an element
of calm or isolation during this research phase.
This is a reflection of me on a personal level. I find
life to be very colorful, exciting, and somewhat
chaotic so I try, through photography, to find an
escape from that. The quiet or isolated places I
visit often evoke a sense of calm, peacefulness,
solitude, and strength — the very things I seek in
my life.
The next phase is experiential. Upon arriving at
your destination, it is very tempting to immediately

Painshill Park, UK
Camera: Hasselblad X1D
Lens: Hasselblad XCD 30 | ISO:100
Shutter Speed: 1/180 sec | F-Stop: f/11
Focal Length: 30mm

The same is true for landscape photography. That
may at first sound ridiculous. How can you connect
to a place? Granted, places do not speak to us in
words the way a portrait subject often can, but they
do speak. It is important for successful travel and
landscape photographers to learn how to listen
and hear what places are saying. This is how you
connect to a place and this connection is essential
if you want your photographs to whisk people away
to share your experiences. For me, this process
involves three phases.
The first phase is research. That probably sounds
mundane but when research involves traveling to
interesting new locations, it’s quite exciting. Before
you arrive, it is important that you know as much as
possible about a place: its history, its current use,
any socioeconomic or political situations that have
affected it, how to get yourself there, what gear you
may need (such as proper attire), a guide or a train
schedule, access requirements like tickets and
opening hours, weather forecasts and sun, moon,
and star trajectories.
I collect and keep a datasheet for each location in a
PDF file that I take with me when I am traveling. For
locations closer to home, you likely already have
this information.

12

St. Thomas' Church, UK
Camera: Fujifilm X-T30 | Lens: Fujifilm XF18-55mm F2.8-4 R LM OIS | ISO: 320
Shutter Speed:1/55 sec | F-Stop: f/11 | Focal Length: 18mm
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Ballydwan, UK
Camera: Hasselblad X1D | Lens: Hasselblad XCD 30 | ISO: 100
Shutter Speed: 203.0 sec | F-Stop: f/11 | Focal Length: 30mm

come together to form your experience of a place.
Combined with the research you have already
done, this creates your connection to a place.
Once you have this connection, you must then
determine your emotional reaction. You may be
very aware of your feelings, but in my experience
this part can be quite difficult at first. Many of us
have been taught to suppress our feelings, and
as such, we are often not aware of them on a
conscious level.
A good way to start is to ask yourself a couple of
questions: Overall, how does this place make you
feel? Does it calm you, make you anxious, excite
you, make you feel nostalgic, angry, curious, sad,
or resilient? And then, what elements in the scene
before you make you feel this way? Which ones
are speaking loudest to you? Are the ominous
clouds hovering over that mountain making
you feel anxious? Do you feel nostalgic about a
broken-down jetty in the lake? Does the small
country church in that vast prairie evoke feelings
of strength and resilience in you?
The general emotion and those specific elements
are very important as you attempt to translate
the emotional essence of a place into the visual
language of photography, which is the final phase.
Those elements are your subjects and the emotion
you have for this place will decide the photograph’s
visual style.

begin making photographs. That is, after all, what
you came here for. My suggestion is that you wait.
Make a point to leave your gear packed up for a
while so you can experience the location first. I
often spend the first bit of time at any new location
with no gear other than my iPhone. This leaves me
the space to experience the place unhindered by
the pressure to make a great photograph.

Chesterton Windmill, UK
Camera: Hasselblad X1D
Lens: Hasselblad XCD 90 | ISO:100
Shutter Speed: 128 sec | F-Stop: f/13
Focal Length: 90mm
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Experience is the path to connection. To experience
a place, I try to slow myself down, calm any chatter
in my head, and then fully take in my surroundings.
It is important to use as many of your senses as
you can. This process allows you to receive the
bounty of information that every place has to offer.
Hear it. See it. Feel it. Even smell it. All these senses

At this point, you are ready to unpack your camera
gear and start shooting. To lead the viewer to

your subjects, use compositional tools such
as leading lines, framing, and layering. To
express the emotional aspect of a place, use
camera techniques to create visual styles. Long
exposures often give a sense of calm. Black and
white evokes nostalgia. Low contrast images
can convey a sense of sadness. Vibrant images
give people the feeling of happiness and joy. A
very shallow depth of field in a landscape can
prompt feelings of anxiety. High contrast images
can express hopefulness. I frequently use
black and white, long exposures, and balanced
compositions with leading lines in my work.

Cape Agulhas Shipwreck, South Africa
Camera: Canon EOS 5D Mark III
Lens: EF24-105mm f/4L IS USM | ISO:100
Shutter Speed: 148.0 sec | F-Stop: f/11
Focal Length: 24mm

Through self-awareness, connection to place,
and your technical camera skills, you have the
power create a photograph that can whisk me,
the viewer, through time and space to stand
beside you and experience this place. This
momentary visual escape is your beautiful gift
to give.

AT HE NA CAR E Y

Athena Carey is an award-winning fine art photographer specializing in black and white photography.
She is widely recognized for her ability to capture the emotional essence of place and time within
her images. Her academic background lies in both psychology and photography culminating
in a Masters of Fine Art Photography. Professionally, she has experience in portrait, conceptual,
travel, and landscape photography. She is currently an adjunct professor at Webster University in
Geneva, leads photography workshops internationally, teaches fine art photography online, runs
a Mindfulness Through Photography course locally, and is also working on two large personal
projects: English Follies and Balkan Spomeniks.
www.AthenaCarey.com
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Getting Off the Beaten Path
ravel opens the mind. It lets us see
around the corner, adding light to
places and ideas we didn’t realize
existed before leaving home. It lets
us see how others live, lets us go inside
something completely different and take a long
look around. It shows what the shadows on the
cave wall truly are. Photography also teaches
us to see new things. To look closer, to observe
the world differently. Colors, lines, and shapes
that would go unnoticed become the hidden
gems we see everywhere. It’s not surprising
that both travel and photography draw a similar
type of person, both taking us on a journey,
both adding light.

Choosing a Location
It doesn’t matter if your next trip is to one of the
most remote destinations out there or one of the
most popular places in the world. With the right
ideas in mind, it’s almost always possible to find
and create great original images. Sometimes it’s
as simple as putting your guidebook down and
stepping off the tourist track.
Think of Iceland, where around two million tourists
visit each year to see and photograph the country’s
incredibly popular landscapes. Famous waterfalls
such as Gullfoss and Seljalandsfoss have become

Central Utah, USA
Camera: Sony a7R III
Lens: FE 12-24mm F4 G | ISO:100
Shutter Speed: 1/15 sec | F-Stop: f/16
Focal Length: 12mm

These days, after traveling and shooting nearly
non-stop over the course of a decade, I find the
most rewarding photographs, both to take and
to view, are those that have rarely been seen.
The magic happens when you stumble upon
something truly incredible and it translates
into an image that tells the story flawlessly to
a viewer. Of course, this can often be difficult.
Modern travel and photography demand that
those seeking raw, authentic experiences need
to work harder to look even closer and venture
further.
It may seem that the world is getting smaller and
smaller when it comes to landscape photography.
Some days, I’ve felt that we’re long past the “wild
frontier” of capturing our planet's most beautiful
scenes. But there are still countless places out
there that are both unique and stunning, and yet
have never heard the click of a shutter. I learn this
lesson every time I drive down a quiet dirt road in
the countryside and find myself in the midst of
an unrecognizable, grand landscape.

STORY AND PHOTOGRAPHY BY DAN BALLARD
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This is what the true nature of travel is all
about: seeking out the unknown. So instead of
following in the same footsteps as hundreds of
photographers before us, why not accept the
challenge of discovering and creating original
images? As I’m sure the photographers who
have already begun this journey would agree,
an original image can be equally as powerful
and immensely more rewarding than the iconic
scenes we see every day.

so crowded that other photographers have asked
me whether it is worth it to visit Iceland at all. This
always makes me laugh in surprise, because
outside of the tourist hotspots, I hardly see a
single other soul when exploring the country.
The most impressive scenes in Iceland reach far
beyond the Golden Triangle.
Last June, my wife and I set aside time to explore
Iceland’s southeast fjords with no specific
destinations in mind. Our only plan was to drive up
and down random roads until something caught
our interest, knowing fully that we could end up
with nothing. For many miles we met rolling hills,

Southeast Iceland
Camera: Sony a7R III | Lens: FE 24-105mm F4 G OSS | ISO: 100
Shutter Speed:1/10 sec | F-Stop: f/11 | Focal Length: 105mm
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Southern Iceland
Camera: DJI FC6540 | Lens: Panasonic DJI DL-S 16mm F2.8 ND ASPH | ISO: 100
Shutter Speed:1/40 sec | F-Stop: f/6.3 | Focal Length: 16mm

beautiful coastline and idyllic villages – all of
which were stunning, but nothing stood out to
me in terms of creating a unique image. Then
one dirt road led to another and we eventually
stumbled upon a scene I would normally expect
hundreds of people to be gathered around.
It was a tall waterfall flowing through a natural
arch, set against an enormous jagged mountain
without a single other person in sight. The shot
I took from that evening ended up being one of
my favorite images.

Southern Iceland
Camera: Nikon D810
Lens: 16.0-35.0mm f/4.0 | ISO: 64
Shutter Speed: 1/30 sec | F-Stop: f/11
Focal Length: 16mm

I’ve found this notion to be true everywhere in the
world. Some of the most photographed places
out there are absolutely packed with unseen
original images just around the corner. It seems
that almost everyone traveling to those places
only focus on a few iconic shots, while everything
else is forgotten.
Enabling Improvisation
So, you have decided to leave the path, break out
on your own and discover something new… but

what’s the next step? When you’re unsure of what
lies on the road ahead, flexibility is essential.

set aside a day or two to explore. You never know
what you might find.

When possible, I try to leave most of my
arrangements open-ended. This means only
booking a ticket home and a 4WD rental vehicle
(depending on the trip) and leaving most
everything else to be arranged en-route and
modified as needed. I will usually pack a sleeping
bag, water filter, battery packs and plenty of
snacks to keep in the vehicle, even if I’m not
planning to hike or camp. This set-up is not only
great for emergencies, but it also enables me to
sleep in the car when needed.

Pursue Unique Light
Light has the power to transform scenes that
wouldn’t normally stand out on their own and
enhance the scenes that are already beautiful.
Despite years of practice, I’m still challenged
by the ability to envision how a mid-day scene
with no clouds, a blue sky and harsh light could
appear later on with the right conditions. There
are so many variations of light and weather
that could shape the landscape that it feels
nearly impossible to grasp the true potential of
a place. But as time has showed me again and
again, unique light can turn an otherwise generic
landscape into something so much more. Having
this insight is invaluable.

My recent trip to Kyrgyzstan proved that having
a 4WD is a must, because sometimes getting
off the beaten path means getting on one that
is much rockier. I’ll never forget driving on a road
that was marked by Google Maps as a highway,
only to discover that a few hours later the road
would begin to dissipate into nothing more than a
grassy path – river crossings included. Thanks to
being prepared, I was ecstatic for the adventure
and eager to set eyes on the great landscape it
would lead us to. Most of our 5-week trip to Peru
was similar, along with many other trips where this
was a key to success.

Central Utah, USA

Camera: Sony a7R III
Lens: FE 24-105mm F4 G OSS | ISO:100
Shutter Speed: 1/200 sec | F-Stop: f/7.1
Focal Length: 105mm

In places where it’s not as easy to roam around
by yourself, I will sometimes work with a private
guide that can be flexible with the plan. This
was necessary in Ethiopia where minimal tourist
infrastructure is available. Fortunately, I was able
to hire a driver to go off and explore the remote
villages outside of town – simply pointing on a
map for the direction of where we wanted to go.
In the Philippines, where boat tours are in excess,
my wife and I weeded through what felt like a
million operators to find the one guy who would
be willing to take us out to scout the islands and
shoot through sunset. While it’s not always the
case, both times the effort paid off through the
discovery of original and new images.
Not everyone has the freedom for complete
improvisation. And I think many people are weary
of wasting precious vacation time wandering
around in areas that may not be as beautiful as
other well-known places in the region. However,
even if you only have a week of travel, you can still
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Lofoten Islands, Norway
Camera: Nikon D810 | Lens: 14-24mm f/2.8 | ISO: 250 | Shutter Speed:1/30 sec
F-Stop: f/5.6 | Focal Length: 14mm

I’ve found that there are two main ways to find
incredible light. The first way, and perhaps the
most common method for modern landscape
photographers, is to first find a subject. You use
every technique at your disposal to locate the
most promising scene, often down to the exact
composition. Then you can return to a location
as many times as possible in attempt to capture
it in the most interesting light. This allows you
to make sure that you’re in the right spot with a
perfect composition if the light does end up being
incredible.

Banff National Park, Canada

Camera: Sony a7R III
Lens: FE 12-24mm F4 G | ISO:100
Shutter Speed: 1/25 sec | F-Stop: f/25
Focal Length: 12mm

The second option involves a very different
approach. Instead of finding a scene and subject
first – you simply chase the light. Chasing light
forces you to get outside your comfort zone
and shoot the landscapes you may not have
otherwise. While defining epic light is nearly
impossible, think of warm sunshine breaking
through after an evening rain or a sunrise bursting
with intense reds and oranges. This means if you
see dark clouds brewing in the distance with a
break in the horizon, drive towards the storm until
you’re in the best position possible to capture
the light. Watch the sky for intriguing conditions

and start looking closer at the scenes you might
normally drive right past.
The light is really the key here, so it’s important to
react quickly and you’ll often need to compose
your image in a matter of minutes. By pursuing
light first and your subject second, you will be in
a situation to create unique shots that have the
potential to be much stronger and very different
from your norm.
Scouting for Composition
Scouting for a great composition is one of
the most challenging aspects of landscape
photography, especially when you are attempting
to create something unique. While some scenes
are strikingly obvious, the hidden gems are often
embedded in the landscape and require us to
work harder. I don’t have a cut and dry process for
scouting, but there are a few ways I go about finding
a unique composition. I’m also a firm believer that
processes like this are meant to be reinvented as
we learn to push creative boundaries.
When I’m out exploring a new area, my two main
considerations are finding both powerful focus

points and simplicity. Essentially, I’m looking for
very strong elements that work well together and
have interest, with an overall scene that is very
clean and uncluttered. Once I have solid focal
point elements and clean, simple landscape, I can
get creative with the design and composition and
place those elements in the most effective areas
of the frame. The goal is to arrange everything in
a way that gives the image depth and pulls the
eye towards the main subject(s) or into the frame.
Think of a clean desert landscape with mud
cracks leading to a dramatic rock formation.
There are also times where I will use Google Earth
or topography maps to help me in the search
process. They can be useful in narrowing down a
select area and getting a closer idea of what kind
of opportunities there are for photography. Of
course, finding your exact composition can only
be done while in the field, but you can increase
your odds of finding a great area by conducting
research beforehand.
Considering Impact
When wandering off the beaten path, we have
to try our best not to make a new one. This is an
aspect of landscape photography that grows
in importance as each day goes by. For every
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Banff National Park, Canada
Camera: Sony a7R III
Lens: FE 12-24mm F4 G | ISO:125
Shutter Speed: 2 sec | F-Stop: f/20
Focal Length: 12mm
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Moab Area, Utah, USA
Camera: Sony a7R III | Lens: FE 12-24mm F4 G | ISO: 200 | Shutter Speed:1/30 sec
F-Stop: f/8 | Focal Length: 12mm

Senja, Norway
Camera: Nikon D810 | Lens: 16.0-35.0 mm f/4.0 | ISO: 64 | Shutter Speed: 0.5 sec
F-Stop: f/13 | Focal Length: 16mm

new location I find, I consider how my presence
impacts that environment. I think about where I’m
stepping, how I’m breaking down camp and if I will
choose to return with others. I tread lightly, with
an awareness that every beautiful place has the
potential to become another Horseshoe Bend, so
overrun with traffic that the experience resembles
that of a shopping mall versus a walk through
nature. I carefully choose my routes because in
many places, crowds are literally changing the
shape of the landscape. In an effort to keep hidden
gems hidden, I choose not to share exact photo
locations online.
If we want to continue to enjoy the wonders of
this planet, we must put the landscape before the
photography.
Last Thoughts
On your next trip, I encourage you to break
away from the grand iconic scene and take a
step towards discovering something new. It
doesn’t have to be remote or obscure, it can be
a scene that is just around the corner or hidden
in plain sight. I think you’ll find that the challenge
and satisfaction of creating an image that is
uniquely your own will be the most rewarding
part of your journey.

DAN BALL ARD

Dan Ballard is a professional landscape photographer, avid traveler, and educator from Colorado. His
work reflects over a decade of traveling the globe, spending countless days chasing light and waiting
for the perfect moment. Each image he creates represents a heartfelt attempt to capture the beauty,
drama, and emotion of the world and its people. Dan also shares his passion as a workshop instructor
and teaches the art of landscape photography across the States and around the world.

www.DanBallardPhoto.com
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Rocky Mountain National Park, Colorado, USA
Camera: Nikon D810 | Lens: 14.0-24.0mm f/2.8 | ISO: 400 | Shutter Speed:30 sec
F-Stop: f/6.8 | Focal Length: 14mm
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V

olcanic eruptions are one of the most
magnificent and impressive displays of
Earth’s power — terrifyingly destructive,
yet stunningly beautiful. Mesmerizing and
exhilarating, it is the kind of natural phenomenon
that inspires mythology and folklore, capturing
the attention and imagination of anyone who
witnesses it… evoking fear, curiosity, and respect
for this living and breathing planet we temporarily
inhabit. It is through this eruptive activity that more
than 80% of the earth’s surface was created, and
the most active volcano just happens to be in my
backyard: Kīlauea.

STORY AND PHOTOGRAPHY BY BRUCE OMORI

24

Being a lifelong resident of Hawaii island has
given me the extraordinary opportunity to spend
thousands of hours on Kilauea’s lava fields,
photographically documenting its fiery activity.
However, it hasn’t come naturally, as asthma and
an allergy to sulfur makes getting close to an
eruption very hazardous for me. Just a shift in
wind direction could mean serious trouble, so
preparation, knowledge, and awareness will go a
long way to ensure safety and, of course, increase
the likelihood of capturing great images.

Camera: Canon EOS-1Ds Mark III | Lens: EF100-400mm f/4.5-5.6L IS USM | ISO: 50
Shutter Speed:1/15 sec | F-Stop: f/32 | Focal Length: 100mm
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Camera: Canon EOS-1D X | Lens: EF100-400mm f/4.5-5/6L IS USM | ISO: 1600
Shutter Speed: 1/1000 sec | F-Stop: f/4.5 | Focal Length: 100mm

Much of the danger surrounding volcanic activity
is subterranean and hidden. Empty lava tubes can
collapse under one’s weight and tubes filled with
magma are capable of rupturing without notice,
surrounding an unsuspecting soul. Knowing the
science behind what’s occurring is paramount,
as is familiarity with ongoing flows and terrain, so
hiring a knowledgeable and experienced guide is
highly recommended. Simply tripping and falling
out on the lava field can be disastrous, as lava’s
edges are extremely sharp and will cut through just
about any garment. Molten lava is not the only red
fluid out there.

Camera: Canon EOS-1Ds Mark III
Lens: EF100-400mm f/4.5-5.6L IS USM
ISO: 125 | Shutter Speed: 1/500 sec
F-Stop: f/8 | Focal Length: 285mm

One of the most dangerous aspects of volcanic
activity is in the vicinity of an ocean entry. Lava
pouring into the sea creates one of the most
spectacular and aesthetic scenes, but it’s also one
of the most hazardous environments one could
encounter, as the new land formed is extremely
unstable. Molten lava shatters into millions of
shards as it hits the water, creating an accumulation
of sand and rubble on the ocean floor, onto which
successive flows form a layer of deceivingly solid
rock. Volcanologists refer to this extension of land

Camera: Canon EOS-1D X | Lens: EF100-400mm f/4.5-5/6L IS USM | ISO: 1600
Shutter Speed: 1/4 sec | F-Stop: f/16 | Focal Length: 235mm

as a lava bench, and this delta can catastrophically
collapse at any given moment because of its very
unstable foundation. Moreover, the ocean entry’s
billowing plume consists of steam, hydrochloric
acid, and tiny bits of volcanic glass; breathing in this
toxic mixture (that scientists refer to as laze) can
permanently scar one’s lungs and wreak havoc on
camera equipment due to its corrosiveness. The
latter upsets my wife more than the former.
So, other than an unstable land mass, collapsing
lava tubes, and a deadly gas plume, it’s a walk in the
park! Well, not really. Photographically speaking,
shooting an erupting volcano is a technical
challenge as well. The unstable terrain can tremble
from underground magma movement or just under
your weight, ruining an exposure that you had just
one chance at capturing. Of course, there’s no way
to prevent all ground shake, but having a solid tripod
to shoot from increases your chances of getting
sharp, crisp images. My Really Right Stuff TVC-34
has been the perfect platform for shooting under
the most demanding circumstances. It offers
superb corrosion resistance and unparalleled
vibration damping, so it is very rock solid when
other things may not be.
Sometimes subjects come with inherent
challenges, and lava definitely provides more than
a few. An obvious attribute that works against you
is heat, as molten lava is approximately 2,000
degrees Fahrenheit (approx. 1,100 degrees
Celsius), so at times it is impossible to get
close. But remember, when dealing with active
volcanoes, closer is not always better! That intense
heat cooks up an extraordinary amount of thermal
distortion, which can soften images. Positioning
yourself upwind of your subject helps to an extent,
but if possible, minimizing the amount of hot lava
you’re shooting over is the best practice. Also, if
you’re on recently solidified lava, the radiant heat
will melt your tripod’s rubber feet (and eventually
legs) making it slippery and expensive, so the RRS
Rock Claw feet are the answer! It’ll save your ’pod
many times over! As for your shoes' rubber soles…
I hope they’re REALLY thick!
Most important to us as photographers, is the
desire to shoot in, and capture great light. Well,
lava is a source of light in and of itself, so finding
that balance between ambient light and what’s
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Camera: Canon EOS-1D X
Lens: EF100-400mm f/4.5-5.6L IS USM
ISO:100 | Shutter Speed: 1/4 sec
F-Stop: f/16 | Focal Length: 235mm
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Camera: Canon EOS-1Ds Mark III | Lens: EF100-400mm f/4.5-5.6L IS USM | ISO: 400
Shutter Speed: 1/85 sec | F-Stop: f/5.6 | Focal Length: 220mm

Camera: Canon EOS-1Ds Mark III | Lens: EF300mm f/2.8L IS USM | ISO: 500
Shutter Speed: 2.0 sec | F-Stop: f/11 | Focal Length: 300mm

with a TA-3-LB leveling base and modular L-plate
for my Canon 1DX Mark II is indispensable, it is as
responsive as I want it to be, solid and stable, and
most importantly, reliable. Seriously, trust nothing
but the best out there because each shot counts,
especially when your subject is as dynamic as
lava and every environmental condition is working
against you!

Camera: Canon EOS-1DX Mark II
Lens: EF100-400mm f/4.5-5.6L IS USM
ISO: 100 | Shutter Speed: 0.3 sec
F-Stop: f/22 | Focal Length: 189mm

emanating from your subject is crucial to creating
a great image. Shooting in the dark of night and
exposing for molten lava will render the surroundings
solid black, while exposing for the background will
overexpose the subject. Timing your exposures for
when the brightness of the lava wanes may allow
you to expose long enough to capture the stars
above, and likewise, waiting for some faint ambient
light to appear in the sky may make it possible to
illuminate details in your surroundings to add a
sense of place. Studying the scene and anticipating
changes in the extreme dynamic range may be the
difference in having a keeper or not.
Lastly, the one aspect of lava that keeps me coming
back, is how extremely dynamic it is. It is ALWAYS
in a constant state of change - flowing, moving,
crusting, glowing, hardening, fracturing, wrinkling,
and even exploding! Every passing minute brings
the potential for change, and with it, a fleeting
chance at witnessing something spectacular. Being
able to react quickly to those changes as the action
unfolds is critical, so my RRS BH-55 ball head paired
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While some of you may consider chasing down an
actual volcanic eruption here in Hawaii or on the
opposite side of the globe, others may be content
just exploring and shooting in their own backyards.
Regardless, the process of getting to know your
subject, learning about its characteristics and
surroundings, understanding its pitfalls, and using
the right equipment for the situation, will always
be invaluable in the pursuit of creating imagery to
satisfy one’s soul. Wherever you are, get out and
shoot! We’re surrounded by boundless beauty on
this living and breathing planet!

BRUCE O M O RI

Bruce Omori is an international award-winning photographer and photojournalist based in Hilo,
Hawai‘i. His passion for the craft developed long ago as a childhood fascination with the magical
ability of film to freeze a moment of time, and it’s still very much alive today as Bruce strives to infuse
key elements of the moment into each frame he captures. Much of his time is now focused upon
documenting Kilauea’s volcanic activity, as its mesmerizing display of incessant, fiery energy has
become the primary source of his inspiration and creativity. For more information about his imagery
and workshops, visit his website below:

www.ExtremeExposure.com

Camera: Canon EOS-1DX Mark II | Lens: EF300mm f/4.505.6L IS II USM | ISO: 800
Shutter Speed: 1/2000 sec | F-Stop: f/5 | Focal Length: 200mm
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STORY AND PHOTOGRAPHY BY MARC MUENCH

I

love to explore a new location with my camera, even if other photographers have been there
before. There are few locations on the planet that haven’t been photographed already, but that
shouldn’t keep our own creative juices from flowing. After all, it’s new to us, and we each have
a unique vision. New places generate excitement. For me, it’s as if I were 10 years old again,
and it fills my imagination with potential. I usually begin exploring a new place by asking myself a
few questions. How much time can I spend here? Will I need any special equipment? How will I
make the most of this location? These questions are all fun to answer and force me to rearrange
my life in good ways.

St. Tomas' Church, Slovenia
Camera: Fujfilm GFX100 | Lens: GF32-64mm F4 | ISO: 320 | Shutter Speed: 1/2 sec
F-Stop: f/7 | Focal Length: 58.6mm
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Škofja Loka, Slovenia
Camera: Fujifilm GFX100 | Lens: 24mm f/4 | ISO: 200 | Shutter Speed:1/200 sec
F-Stop: f/7.1 | Focal Length: 24mm

As I write this, I’m in Slovenia teaching a workshop.
Though relatively unknown to most people,
Slovenia contains a lot of inspiring landscapes,
historical interest, and great food. Located
between Italy, Austria, Hungary, and the Adriatic
Sea, the country is small but is situated with a very
diverse geography.
Village of Kropa, Slovenia
Camera: Fujifilm GFX100
Lens: GF32-64mm F4 | ISO: 320
Shutter Speed: 1/200 sec | F-Stop: f/4.5
Focal Length: 50.8mm

At just under 8 thousand square miles, with a small
population of around 2 million, the country also
offers ample open space, endless landscapes,
and a cozy coastline. The Alps run from France
east to Slovenia, where they climb to over 9,000

feet. The mountains look jumbled here, as if
Italy were shoved into Europe and Germany,
and France refused to budge. Time and erosion
have not yet smoothed their sharp edges. These
soaring white limestone spires surround valleys
7,000 feet below, each crossed by dramatic rivers
the color of emeralds. Slovenia is mostly covered
with forests, and the larch pines along the
waterfall-etched slopes turn golden in autumn.
The best way to experience this countryside is by
using your feet. There are roads, and the valleys
can be accessed by vehicle, but to reach the
mountain summits you need to hike. Follow the
locals—the populace here is outdoorsy, and tend
to frequent the numerous trails zigzagging across
the mountains. The Alps are more untamed here
than in Austria, Italy, or Switzerland, with fewer
settlements, and offer plenty of intrigue to the
wilder type of landscape photographer.
I’m surprised by the amount of beauty contained
in this small country. The lack of snow frustrated
me at first, but I have slowly begun to let go of
what I anticipated concentrating on and instead
focus on what’s in front of me.
I was really looking forward to ice crystals floating
in the sky, 16th-century Catholic churches
against snow-capped mountains, and wintery
pink morning clouds, yet this was not to be. The
scene in front of me looks more like the Smoky
Mountains back at home, but with ancient
churches scattered among them. No matter,
it is still beautiful and I don’t even need my new
fancy gloves to keep my fingers warm! This is
one element of what makes travel and landscape
photography so wonderful—nothing is exactly
what you expect. The more I travel, the more I
realize how much personal flexibility means to the
success of what I do.
As I explore, I am happy I have my favorite phone
app Gaia GPS. This handy app gives me trail maps
and distances, and most importantly, pinpoints
where I am. I can use this app to discover who
owns the land I’m exploring, and what the elevation
gain will be. Not much else is needed. I carry only a
day pack, as there are plenty of alpine camps and
lodges placed throughout the landscape in which
to overnight.
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When it comes to camera gear, I like to travel fairly
light. I only need three lenses, and will sometimes
only bring one on longer hikes or steeper climbs.
My three lenses are something very wide (15mm
or similar), a telephoto zoom (70-200mm or
similar), and finally the fast and small 50mm ƒ/1.4
for travel shots in the villages. I’ll also use the
50mm to get fun shots of the local culture. Having
the shallow depth of field helps isolate people or
subjects from their background.
One day the weather in Slovenia changed and we
actually got some snow, so our workshop headed
up a mountain pass called Vršič Pass. Snowstorms
are normally kind to landscape photographers—
drama without the frantic moments covering the
camera from rain, or running from lightning.

just below the summit of the ridge. Within minutes
we were enveloped in what meteorologists call a
“snow bomb”. The light dropped about 5 stops of
luminosity and the wind blew icy pellets sideways
into our back.
We captured a few images of the crazy moments
during the incoming bomb, before retreating
under the bunker. These moments are what
makes exploration so much fun. Nothing was just
as I expected, but we captured fleeting moments
as fast as we could react.

Javornik, Slovenia
Camera: Fujifilm GFX100
Lens: GF32-64mm F/4 | ISO:50
Shutter Speed: 1/5 sec | F-Stop: f/11
Focal Length: 44mm

As we walked up a ridge with a few inches of
snow covering the path, I noticed a rather dark
sky to the northwest. We watched this for a bit,
thinking it is only a snow flurry and that we could
enjoy the amazing scenery surrounding us for
another hour or so.
Thirty minutes later, we heard the distinct sound
of thunder. Up until this day—and in all the years
I’ve been in the mountains—I have not heard
thunder from a snow cloud! The wind came up
fast and the storm rolled in. We rushed away from
potential lightning and ended up in a WWI bunker

www.reallyrightstuff.com
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Julian Alps, Slovenia
Camera: Fujifilm GFX100
Lens: Hasselblad 100mm with adapter
ISO:100 | Shutter Speed: 0.6 sec
F-Stop: f/5.6 | Focal Length: 79mm

The next step in the process of exploring is to
convey this experience to my viewers. When I
teach photography, I’ve always recommended
using RAW files only. There’s really no need to
capture a JPEG file of the scene, as it’s fairly simple
to create a new JPEG file of exactly what you want
in post-processing. But today’s newest cameras
can create amazing looking jpegs, and so JPEG is
a format increasingly worth considering.
I took a new Fujifilm GFX100 medium format
camera along on this trip and decided to shoot
a few JPEGs along with my normal RAW files.
What surprised me was how good the colors and
contrast appeared in the JPEGs. I found myself
inspired to try this more often. In the end, it was
easy enough to use the JPEG colors and qualities
to inspire my post-processing in the RAW files
and just toss the JPEGs out.
Can one’s experience of a place, the mood
or feeling, be accurately conveyed with postprocessing? I don’t know for sure, but I make

the attempt. Slovenia was new to me and the
landscapes were dramatic. These landscapes
also revealed something historic in them. The
Romans had occupied these hills, the very first
wooden wheel humankind had ever used was
found in the marshes near Ljubljana, and there
had been thousands of conquerors over the
years as well.
In honor of such a history, I decided to process
my work slightly different. I left many of the
scenes colorless, making them appear a bit
aged, just like the old ironwork I encountered in
the small towns. Would this mean something to
the viewers of my work? Again, I don’t know. But
it pleased me, and it has kept me from producing
the same type of work over and over. I always try

to take some feeling from a place and share it in
my work.
This is the message I convey in my teaching of
photography, there must be a story. I teach that
the story will help you find the shot, focus your
attention, and even help build your composition.
I don’t suggest that there is a story for every
image captured, but in a new area, it certainly
helps to keep our youthful exuberance focused.

Vršič Pass, Julian Alps
Camera: Fujifilm GFX100
Lens: 24mm f/4 ISO: 200
Shutter Speed: 1/13 sec | F-Stop: f/6.3
Focal Length: 24mm

Places as unique as Slovenia are everywhere.
When these places move us emotionally, we
have the power to share these experiences
photographically. I hope you find the time and
energy to discover your own place, and just
remember: absorb first, then record.

M ARC M UE N C H

A third-generation photographer, Marc blends landscapes and wildlife to create his own visual style.
Having spent the first 20 years of his career in the publishing world as a freelance photographer,
Marc gained the experience in the world of image creation, which he would ultimately apply to his
teaching career. As a partner of Muench Workshops, he has led over 100 expeditions around the
world, teaching his love and passion for nature photography, in such locations as Greenland, Africa,
Norway, and Antarctica.

www.MuenchWorkshops.com
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Lake Bled, Slovenia
Camera: Fujfilm GFX 100 | Lens: 32mm F4 | ISO: 100 | Shutter Speed: 1/6 sec
F-Stop: f/11 | Focal Length: 23mm
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T I P S F O R C R E AT I N G

unique images
STORY AND PHOTOGRAPHY BY ELIA LOCARDI

W

hether you are creating images to post
to Instagram or making large format
fine art gallery prints, combining incamera techniques along with postprocessing is essential to achieving a high quality
unique look in photography.
These days it seems there are countless ways to
shoot and edit images, and understandably, it can
feel a bit overwhelming sometimes (especially if
you’re new to photography). But getting a strong
result doesn’t have to be complicated, and it
certainly doesn’t mean that post-processing
needs to be heavily applied or overdone. Most
often—as is the case with most of my portfolio
images—the editing can be done simply and
effectively by working with a single raw image in
Adobe Lightroom, Skylum Luminar, or any of the
leading editing software packages.
My emphasis has always been on trying to keep
it simple and non-linear, while creating dynamic
contrast and displaying the full range of colors
and tonality. In this article, I will outline some of my
favorite techniques that I consistently use, both in
the field and in the post-processing studio.
The Power of Raw File Adjustment

Fig. 2a

A great photograph begins with a solid foundation,
and as a travel and landscape photographer, I’m
always trying to choose the most interesting and
visually compelling subjects. Whether it’s an ultramodern cityscape, or a remote destination in the
mountains, I spend a lot of time scouting locations
and experimenting with different compositions.
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Lake Pehoe, Patagonia
Camera: Fujifilm GFX 50S | Lens: GF23mmF4 R LM WR | ISO: 100
Shutter Speed: 3 sec | F-Stop: f/11 | Focal Length: 23mm
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could be as simple as combining two images—
one for the background, and one for the close
foreground. This is the case with the image “The
Road To El Chalten.” Two images were captured,
then using simple masking in Adobe Photoshop,
the two shots were then blended together to
produce the final image that is tack sharp all the
way through.

Figure 2

That example is an easy one, because the areas
where the focus transitions are over the road, which
is very simple to mask in Photoshop. But what if the
focal variation happens with intricate elements like
branches and leaves? What if it requires more than
2 focus brackets to capture? Well, that’s more of

washed out and soft, and the scene itself feels a
little flat. It’s a good foundation, but it needs a bit
of work.

Figure 1

That way, when the light starts to turn beautiful, I’m
set up in my favorite spot and ready to shoot.
On a recent trip to Torres del Paine in Patagonia, this
view of Lake Pehoé was conveniently just outside
our hotel, so the scouting process became all
about finding strong foreground objects to fill the
lower area of the frame. With such calm conditions,
only a light neutral density filter was needed to
slightly slow down the shutter speed, and cause
the water to blur into a near perfect mirrored
reflection. A simple composition, but I loved the
dynamic color range of this shot (see title image).
If we take a look at this shot straight out of camera
(see Figure 1), it tells a different story. While the
composition is definitely strong, the colors are
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After all the work is done in-camera and in-thefield, it’s our job to bring life and vibrancy back to
the shot with some post-processing (see Figure 2).
One of my favorite pieces of software that I use for
raw file adjustment is Adobe Lightroom, and the
true magic is in the Develop module. Here we can
redistribute and balance the shadows, midtones,
and highlights, while also adjusting specific areas
of color, detail, and texture. With simple global
adjustments, as well as additional selective
adjustments to the white balance for the sky and
foreground, we quickly come away with a more
refined and vivid result.
Over the years, I’ve come to rely heavily on raw
file adjustment because it’s simple, powerful, and
non-destructive to the underlying pixels. Quite a
few of my favorite portfolio shots are only edited
using Adobe Lightroom. Don’t be afraid to push
the sliders around and play with the distribution
and balance of light. You’ll be pleasantly surprised
with the result.
Focus Bracketing and Focus Stacking
A technique that I’ve been using very often these
days is Focus Stacking. This is when there is too
much depth in the scene for the camera to capture
completely in focus using one shot. Usually there
is a clear distinction between the focal plane of the
background and elements of the foreground that
requires capturing multiple areas of focus. This
El Chalten, Argentina
Camera: Fujifilm GFX 50S | Lens: GF32-64mmF4 R LM W R | ISO: 100
Shutter Speed:1/210 sec | F-Stop: f/8 | Focal Length: 38.2mm
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a “real world” scenario in landscape photography
and certainly one that I find myself in often. In
those situations,regardless of the intricacy of the
scene itself, it’s important to capture every area of
focus and in the following image with the gnarled
tree, it was three distinct areas: the foreground,
the middleground, and the background. Taking
a look at all three, the difference of focus on the
mountains and the tree branches is very dramatic
(see Figure 5).
It can be difficult to shoot, let alone attempt to
manually blend and mask in Photoshop. Is it
impossible? No, but it is extremely time consuming
and tedious. Thankfully, there’s a great piece of

software that automatically detects and then
blends all focus brackets together using a very
powerful algorithm. It’s called Helicon Focus and
it has become my go-to software when there is
too much complexity to resolve manually. There’s
a free trial where you can test it before making
the purchase. If you find yourself shooting a lot of
focus brackets or working with macro lenses, it
may be worth the investment.
Helicon Focus has different settings that can be
adjusted depending on how the levels of focus
need to be calculated. Sometimes even with the
default automated calculation, it’s able to mask
everything beautifully. The software generates
masks for each layer respectively and then does
the difficult job of blending with perfect accuracy
(see figure 6).
Very quickly, the final blended result is looking
great. Focus stacking is not only a good way
to create unique perspectives in landscape
photography, if you're displaying or printing large, it
assures that every pixel from front to back is tack
sharp throughout. Since I’m working with medium
format cameras that capture 100 megapixels, this
is extremely important to me (see Figure 7).

Figure 5

Figure 6
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Figure 7

Camera: Fujifilm GFX 50S | Lens: GF32-64mmF4 R LM WR | ISO: 100
Shutter Speed:1/5 sec | F-Stop: f/11 | Focal Length: 16mm
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Patagonia, Argentina
Camera: Fujifilm GFX 50S | Lens: GF32-64mm F4 R LM WR | ISO: 100
Shutter Speed:1/180 sec | F-Stop: f/8 | Focal Length: 32mm

that combining multiple shots would create a much
higher resolution result. In this case, I found that I
needed to shoot 3 images. Stitching a panorama
is very simple in Adobe Lightroom. First, select
the raw files, then under the “Photo Merge” Menu,
select “Panorama”. The software very quickly does
the rest (see Figure 10).
Blending Moments in Time
The key to this technique is managing light while
capturing and combining multiple transitions of
light through different times of day. It requires
a bit of patience both in-the-field and in postprocessing to achieve a seamless final result.
Figure 8

Dubai, United Arab Emirates
Camera: Fujifilm X-Pro2
Lens: XF10-24mmF4 R OIS | ISO: 200
Shutter Speed: 1.7 sec | F-Stop: f/8
Focal Length: 12.6mm

GEAR TIP
RRS Recommendations
The PG-01 or PG-02 Pano-Gimbal Heads are
perfect for shooting panoramas. Don't forget
to use an MPR-CL or MPR-CL II rail to correct
for parallax. You can find instructions here:
www.ReallyRightStuff.com/no-parallax

Shooting and Stitching Panoramic Images
With a wide aspect ratio, panoramic photos have
a way of making scenes look very cinematic. They
can also be a great way to create extremely high
resolution images for printing. Sometimes they
can even be essential to display the immensity of
a scene by capturing a larger field of view than the
typical lens. This is something I encounter in the
field all the time, especially when shooting from
rooftops and trying to capture the entirety of a
cityscape.
Dubai is a perfect example of the above (see Figure
8). Not only is the Burj Khalifa the tallest building in
the world, it’s also surrounded by a sprawling array
of beautiful towers. Shooting from rooftops can
yield a unique perspective but it does not allow
for variation. You can’t exactly reposition yourself
when you’re standing on a balcony or helipad. If the

entire scene can’t be captured with a wide angle
lens, shooting a panorama is a good solution (see
figure 9).
If you’re new to shooting panoramic images, and
you don’t own a panoramic gimbal, that’s okay,
just remember the basics. Make sure to level the
tripod and center the horizon. Ensure that the
level stays constant as the camera rotates. When
shooting each image, try to overlap each shot by
¼ to ⅓ of the frame. If these steps are followed, the
panorama should stitch together seamlessly.

On location it’s important to decide on the
composition first because once you start
shooting, you can’t move the camera – not even
a little bit. This can be tough since the duration
between sunset and blue hour can be anywhere
from a few minutes to upwards of a few hours. Can
the alignment tool be used later in Photoshop to
correct any small movements between shots?

Figure 10

Sure, maybe it can, but it’s better to try and get as
much right in-camera as possible (see Figure 11).
This technique works extremely well when
combining a sunset and a blue hour in cityscapes,
especially if there’s a lot of drama in the sky. In
urban environments like city skylines, typically
the building lights are turned off during the sunset
when the sky is most beautiful, and then turned
on during the night when the sky is no longer
colorful or interesting. In these cases, it can be
as simple as taking one shot for the sunset and

GEAR TIP
Maximum Stability
Use a solid tripod like any of our RRS Versa
Series 3 Tripods for best results.
www.ReallyRightStuff.com/versa-lp

Victoria Peak, Hong Kong
Camera: Nikon D810
Lens: 28-300mm f/3.5-5.6 | ISO: 64
Shutter Speed: 1.6 sec | F-Stop: f/8
Focal Length: 34mm

On my recent visit to Patagonia, I ran into a situation
where shooting a panoramic image was the best
way to capture the landscape. This was for two
reasons. First, the widest lens I had for my Fujifilm
GFX 50s was the equivalent of 18mm. Secondly, I
wanted to produce a large format print so I knew

Figure 9
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one more shot for the blue hour, then using some
simple masking in Adobe Photoshop to blend the
final result.
In this example, from a past visit to Hong Kong,
I woke up at 3am and hiked up to Victoria Peak
where I shot for 3 hours from pitch dark through
the early morning light. It enabled me to create
a unique shot that encapsulates the light from
the entire morning into a single image (see
Figures 12 & 13).

This is a technique I use often because it allows me
to create something completely unique and most
importantly, something that better represents the
way I remember a location. It’s almost like painting
with light and it’s helped me create some of my
all-time favorite portfolio images like “Winds of
Inspiration” in Fujiyoshida Japan (see Figure 14).
In this image, The pagoda is illuminated from the
left, Mt. Fuji is illuminated from the right, the cherry
blossoms are illuminated from underneath, and

Hong Kong
Camera: Nikon D800
Lens: 14.0-24.0 mm f/2.8 | ISO: 100
Shutter Speed: 1.100 sec | F-Stop: f/9
Focal Length: 17mm

Figure 14
Figure 12

the town of Fujiyoshida is illuminated from within.
Spanning sunset to blue hour it becomes a
harmony of blending light and time together.
Photography is such a wonderful art form with
nearly limitless possibilities, especially these days
with so many amazing tools at our disposal that
support both the technical and artistic process.
Over the years as the tools have evolved, I’ve
created dozens of hours of educational videos that

teach my entire photography process from start
to finish, both in-the-field and in post-processing.
The series of videos is called Photographing The
World and it’s available to download on Fstoppers.
com. In 2019, I produced and released another
photography video series on my YouTube channel
called "Moments in Time". If you found these
techniques helpful and want to learn even more,
feel free to visit my website or give me a shout on
social media.

Fujiyoshida, Japan
Camera: Nikon D800
Lens: 14-24mm f/2.8
ISO: 100 | Shutter Speed: 1/250 sec
F-Stop: f/9 | Focal Length: 21mm

E LIA LO CARD I

Elia Locardi is an internationally acclaimed professional travel photographer, writer, public speaker,
and educator who spends his life shooting some of the most beautiful locations in the world. Elia
began working full-time in the photography industry in 2009, and since then he has visited more than
65 countries, flown nearly 2 million miles, and collaborated with major companies, brands, countries,
NGOs, and tourism agencies on nearly every continent. Using a combination of traditional in-camera
techniques, targeted times of day, and advanced post-processing and time blending methods, Elia
has developed a widely recognized and highly unique style of photography that has become well
known around the world.

www.EliaLocardi.com
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My Journey into the World of

FINE
ART
WORLD
STORY AND PHOTOGRAPHY BY AARON REED

W

hen I began my photographic journey in 2008, I had
no idea that it would change my life in so many ways.
I was obsessed with photography from the moment
I picked up my first camera. The career I had at the
time afforded me a semi-flexible schedule and the ability to pay
my bills, with enough left over to put some gas in the tank, but
not much else. The newfound excitement I discovered (to see
more and to travel further) was hindered by my lack of available
resources. They say if you do what you love, you’ll never work a
day in your life. I decided to find out if this was true.

Camera: Canon EOS 5D Mark III | Lens: EF16-35mm f/4L IS USM | ISO: 100
Shutter Speed:1/4 sec | F-Stop: f/8 | Focal Length: 22mm
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The Struggle
For the next three years, I took every photography
job I could find on Craigslist; Portrait sessions,
birthday parties, corporate events, and weddings
– anything I could do to land a new lens here, or a
road trip there. In early 2011, I began offering onlocation workshops to other photographers.
As the quality of my work improved, I began
printing small images to be given as gifts to friends,
family, and co-workers. I made a few connections
with retail companies who licensed my images
for print, calendars, and tourism. Despite some

Camera: Canon EOS 5DS R
Lens: EF-24 70mm f/2.8L II USM
ISO: 800 | Shutter Speed: 1/10 sec
F-Stop: f/16 | Focal Length: 59.0mm

level of success, I found nothing as satisfying as
seeing my work in print. I was working full-time
operating an aggressive workshop schedule, and
producing personal work the remainder of the
time. Somehow in the midst of all this, I met and
cultivated a relationship with my future wife Lisa,
whom I married in 2013.
What A Difference A Year Makes
On an otherwise ordinary day in June, my world
changed forever when I found out I would be a
father. Instantly, all my priorities shifted. What had
already been a full plate would soon overflow. I
knew something had to give, so I dropped my
entire workshop schedule in anticipation of this
new chapter in our lives. I wanted to continue
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to progress my photography career, but wasn’t
sure what that would look like with a full-time job,
a marriage, and a baby on the way. With what
seemed like no other option, I decided to put every
ounce of effort into selling photographic art.
What I was attempting to do was nothing short
of impossible. I knew very little about printing,
nothing about starting or maintaining an online
business, could not afford to open a gallery, and
had no time to travel the art show circuit. What I
did have was hope and determination.
I spent countless hours researching, educating
myself, and most of all, thinking outside the
box. I learned how to edit images for print and
researched what types of images sold well.
I learned everything I could about SEO and
operating an online business. I transformed
my entire identity and brand as it related to
photography and announced my first limited
edition print in 2014….and my work began to sell!

in the world. The greatest gift of all is that I am
doing what I love, and they were right: it doesn’t
feel like work at all.

encourage anyone reading this, who hasn’t done
so, to place it at the top of your to-do list. Here are
a few suggestions to get you started.

A Photograph’s Destiny
In the early years of photography, the ultimate
destiny of an image was to produce a beautiful
print from the negative. Today, despite having
achieved amazing technological advancements
in both the world of photography and printing, the
art of the print is getting lost. The vast majority
of photographers today have cameras capable
of capturing incredible detail, many of whom then
blend multiple images for even greater detail, then
meticulously process the image in Photoshop, all
so they can create a final image for Instagram.

First Things First
In preparation for producing the best image file
possible for print, there are important steps to
take with your workstation. The first and most
important is to calibrate your monitor, paying
attention to your brightness levels. Monitors
today come from the factory far too bright for
image processing. For example, my workstation
consists of a 27” iMac Pro and a 32” BenQ
SW321C. The brightness on the BenQ is set to
42. The iMac is set to approximately 50%.

It is sad that we go to great lengths to capture
the grand beauty of nature, only to reduce it to
the size of a postage stamp for likes and virtual
back-patting. There is nothing more satisfying
than seeing your work produced as a large print. I

With these settings and correct editing of my
image file, I can rest assured that my print will not
be too dark or too bright. Secondly, you should set
your Lightroom and/or Photoshop workspaces
to one of the two light-colored themes. A darker
theme can visually throw you off during the editing

Camera: Canon EOS 5DS R
Lens: EF100-400 mm f/4.5-5.6L IS II USM
ISO: 100 | Shutter Speed: 8 sec
F-Stop: f/10 | Focal Length: 214mm

Believe in Magic
I’ll never forget the first time I sold a large print to
a stranger through the internet. I was both excited
and scared to death. As my work continued to sell,
fear transformed into dedication. In a relatively
short period, I began selling a print every few
weeks, then two or three every two weeks. My
confidence grew as I began to truly believe the
dream was possible. I doubled down on what was
working and continued to try new things. Every
day I put effort towards building my business and
my brand.
Two years later, I had completely sold out an
edition of 200 of that first print. I was selling larger
prints more frequently and regularly by this time.
My business continued to grow, doubling my
annual sales every year for the next four years
in a row, increasing to well over a quarter-million
dollars. In 2017, our son was born. I went out on
parental leave, and never punched a clock again.
Today, I have a large base of collectors around
the world. I sell high-end, limited edition acrylic
prints ranging in size from 36 to over 100 inches
wide every week, all directly through my website.
My work is represented by international art
galleries in some of the most affluent markets

www.reallyrightstuff.com
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Camera: Canon EOS 5DS R | Lens: EF24-70mm f/2.8L II USM | ISO: 100
Shutter Speed: 1/4 sec | F-Stop: f/16 | Focal Length: 38mm

process. Finally, you should always edit your work
using the same workstation, in the same room,
with the same lighting conditions to maintain
consistency.
It’s the Little Things That Make Big Differences
Several equally important visual elements come
together to produce a beautiful print. Of course,
it all begins with a well-exposed, high-quality
image file.
Aside from the overall subject matter, it is
important to pay attention to the depth of field
and focus in the image, the exposure level and
shadow detail, highlight retention, white balance,
and contrast. Each of these elements come
together to bring life into a photographic print. It
is important to keep them in mind during image
capture and throughout the editing process.
The final output size of your image file is the next
important consideration to be made. For example,
an image file that has been edited producing an
18” print, will need to have adjustments made to
the resolution, black and white levels, targeted
areas of detail and contrast, and final output
sharpening, to produce a high quality 60” print.
When I edit my work, I create a master file that
is unsharpened and original resolution first. I
then adjust and produce additional image files at
various output sizes from this “masterfile.” These
are just a few of the important steps to take when
producing a high-quality file for print. This is just

the tip of the iceberg, but this isn’t meant to be a
how-to article. My goal is simply to inspire you to
create prints of your work that you can be proud
of and can share with those you care about.
A two-dimensional, digital screen is a poor
replacement for the dynamic natural world. While
digital images can be quite beautiful, I can’t help

but feel the loss of magic in many ways. Ultrasharpened, high-contrast computer screens
are no comparison to a beautiful photographic
print. The visual depth, subtle tones, contrasting
colors, and natural feel of a printed image all
come together in a way that reproduces a bit of
the magic that was there when the moment was
captured.

Camera: Canon EOS 5DS R
Lens: EF16-35mm f/4L IS USM
ISO: 50 | Shutter Speed: 6 sec
F-Stop: f/16 | Focal Length: 59mm

A ARO N RE ED

Aaron is a self-taught fine art landscape photographer specializing in large format, museum
quality photographic fine art prints, with a broad base of collectors and fans around the world. An
experienced educator as well, he offers 1:1 on-location group workshops and business of fine art
workshops year-round.
www.AaronReedPhotography.com
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Camera: Canon EOS 5D Mark III | Lens: EF16-35mm f/4L IS USM | ISO: 400
Shutter Speed: 0.3 sec | F-Stop: f/16 | Focal Length: 16mm
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A Thousand Words.
STORY AND PHOTOGRAPHY BY LAZARUS BAPTISTE

I

made this drive so many times before…
easily three to four hundred times in the past
six years. She was my friend, my cohort, my
companion since I was eleven. Seven years
ago, everything changed; I started to see her
differently, through new eyes. That’s when it all
began: the sunset meet-ups overnight stays,
rushing back home at sunrise.

distance. Her slender silhouette could excite any
man. Skyscrapers delineating her curves, the
Hudson river caressing her shores, the building
lights making her sparkle, but once you entered
the illusion was gone. She had no people, no
energy. COVID-19 had drained her soul. She lost
her voice, her resonance. I had never seen my
New York so lonesome.

I wasn’t sure what to expect. Would I recognize
her? Would she glow as bright? Or had COVID-19
robbed her of her beauty?

I parked on Park and walked over to my favorite
tree. This would be my first image. I had shot
this “Tree of Light” before, at different seasons
in different years but this night’s images had no
streaking lights. With no traffic, there were no
trails. I made my way over to 5th, where at last
Atlas greeted me. His familiar face more earnest,

It was March 23rd, 2020. The sun had set an hour
before I got on the road, but judging from the traffic,
I would have thought it was 3:00AM. Three days
earlier, the governor’s office issued an executive
order closing non-essential businesses.

NYC PANO SIZES
In the metadata we've included the
megapixel(MP) and frame count to help
you visualize the massive resolution of
Lazarus’ New York City images.
1 Frame = 3 Bracketed Images

The “New York City Lock Down” had begun.
The infection rate in New York was 5 times higher
than that of the rest of the country. New Yorkers
had been leaving the city in droves. Yet here I was,
driving towards her. I am not a fair-weather friend.
If I didn’t see her, after all we’ve shared, I would
never forgive myself.
Careful and never careless, I was covered from
head to toe. Gloves, glasses, hat, mask, hood;
I looked like a ninja on a night mission, and in a
way… I was. Sony a7R IV, Sigma 14-24, Sony 2470, Samyang 35 14, Loxia 50, Sony 135, Really
Right Stuff “sticks,” L-bracket, panoramic head,
and leveling base. Those were the weapons in my
arsenal that night. I am not a ninja, but I am “The
Nightographer.”
Coming out of the Lincoln Tunnel, I barely
recognized her. She looked the same from a

more ardent than usual, told me that the weight
of the world on his shoulders had shifted. Each
location I went to transformed. Every building,
every street haunted by quiet. Every New Yorker
I happened upon was sullen. On this dark night,
New York had finally become Gotham.

24 Frame Panorama (287MP)
Camera: Sony a7R IV
Lens: Samyang AF 35mm F1.4
ISO: 100 | Shutter Speed: 1/20 sec
F-Stop: f/11 | Focal Length: 35mm

I had planned to spend the night with her, but I
could not. I was not used to her like this, so I left.
I needed time to process what was happening
to my city, to my country, to my world, and to me.
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20 Frame Panorama (273MP)
Camera: Sony a7R IV | Lens: Sony FE 24-70mm F2.8 GM | ISO: 100
Shutter Speed: 1/80 sec | F-Stop: f/11 | Focal Length: 70mm
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14 Frame Panorama (434MP)
Camera: Sony a7R IV | Lens: Sigma 70mm F2.8 Macro | ISO: 100
Shutter Speed: 2.0 sec | F-Stop: f/10 | Focal Length: 70mm
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8 Frame Panorama (206MP)
Camera: Sony a7R IV | Lens: Sony FE 24-70mm F2.8 G | ISO: 100 | F-Stop: f/11
Shutter Speed: 1/10 sec | Focal Length: 16mm

It would be a week before I saw her next, a sense
of obligation once again my primary motivation.
With each visit, my apprehension slowly subsided.
New York was different, but if you looked, you
could recognize her. She had always been a bit of
a loud, brash, dirty girl.
She was now cleaner, more demure, more likely
to whisper confidences than shout obscenities.
I enjoyed her refinement. Our time together was
more intimate. I wandered about new streets
nonchalantly like a patron at a museum. I was
taking in details I would have never noticed. I was
spending the night again.
I have never been afraid to walk the streets
alone at “odd hours'' with thousands of dollars

in equipment. I had cut my teeth in the streets of
East New York Brooklyn in the late 80’s and early
90’s. I lived in Section 8 housing and know how
to handle myself. At close range, wolves never
confuse Alphas for prey.
Be that as it may, I started to observe something
peculiar. There were women doughtily walking
their dogs alone past midnight. Couples strolling
down deserted streets. I would occasionally
wander into a park at the witching hour and find a
young woman laughing on the phone by herself.
Often these people and I would acknowledge
one another with a smile, a nod or “Beautiful night
isn’t it?” In this time marked by so little human
contact, there was a sense of fellowship among
us nightcrawlers who remained. I believe that we
all felt safer in the darkness than we did in the
day. We knew this forbidden calm, this quietus
we had found was temporary, so we were all
determined to enjoy it while it lasted. In the midst
of a global pandemic, some of us found an oasis.
By Easter, I had abandoned my own ethos.
As “The Nightographer”, I had always found
inspiration from dusk till dawn. As the sun would
rise, my interest would wane. I love to photograph
the “city that never sleeps” while it sleeps. These
days, my darling seemed to always sleep late and
so I stayed with her till she woke. There were no
swarms of tourists to avoid. No workers milling
about in a rush. No yellow cabs competing.
Weekday mornings were Sunday mornings.
Day hours were challenging for me. Everything
was illuminated. Short shutter speeds were

annoying. I had grown accustomed to treating my
diminutive Sony a7R cameras like 4x5s. Shooting
daylight did not mean I had to stop being me.
Tripod, manual focus, shutter release, exposure
bracketing, pre-visualization symmetry, and
panoramas…that is me. Ironically, these images
of New York asleep in daytime may prove to be
my most iconic.

1 Frame (85MP)
Camera: Sony a7R IV
Lens: Sigma 14-20mm F2.8 Macro
ISO: 100 | Shutter Speed: 0.8 sec
F-Stop: f/10 | Focal Length: 15.19mm

Altogether, I visited her 24 times during the
lockdown. Though my visits began with a heavy
heart, by the end I had found reconciliation,
kinship, beauty, and optimism. My best hope is
that these thousand words give you a glimpse of
why I love New York and that at least one of my
images of her leaves you speechless.

L A Z ARU S BA PT IST E

“The Nightographer” Lazarus Baptiste is a top-drawer celebrity makeup artist and beauty brand
ambassador turned cityscape photographer. Lazarus is a specialist in panoramic night cityscapes,
and he prints BIG. His image of the New York skyline “Twilight Light”, featured in Vienna Austria, is
a world record contender for the largest exhibition quality print ever mounted and framed in one
piece. “Twilight Light” was printed at an astounding 8.2 x 31.8 feet with a resolution of 1200 dpi.
His other works have been presented by Chromaluxe at Photokina in Cologne, Germany at a more
modest 4 x 8 feet.

www.Lazarus2020.com
13 Frame Panorama (254MP)
Camera: Sony a7R IV | Lens: Samyang AF 35mm F1.4 | ISO: 100
Shutter Speed: 0.5 sec | F-Stop: f/10 | Focal Length: 35mm
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